ABSTRACT This paper presents the synchronization and antisynchronization scheme between the Chua and modified Chua oscillators. Two cases are considered based on systems known and unknown parameters. In case of known parameters, synchronization and antisynchronization are achieved via sliding mode control, while in case of unknown parameters, adaptive integral sliding mode control is applied. To employ the adaptive integral sliding mode control, the error system is transformed into a special structure containing nominal part and some unknown terms. The unknown terms are computed adaptively. Then, the error system is stabilized using integral sliding mode control. The stabilizing controller for the error system is constructed, which consists of the nominal control plus some compensator control. To avoid the chattering phenomenon, smooth continuous compensator control is used instead of traditional discontinuous control. The compensator controller and the adapted law are derived in such a way that the time derivative of a Lyapunov function becomes strictly negative. Numerical results are shown to illustrate and validate the synchronization schemes presented in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
The behavior of a chaotic system is highly unpredictable but is characterized by simple, non-random and deterministic processes. Chaos theory and chaos synchronization have a number of applications in quantum physics [1] , population biology [2] , medicine [3] , social sciences [4] , geophysics [5] , etc. Unlike to linear and stochastic systems, chaotic systems are sensitive to initial conditions and sustained irregularity. These systems are usually described by nonlinear differential equations having order ≥ 3 with at least one positive Lyapunov exponent. During Rayleigh-Benard problem investigation [6] , chaos has been discovered in 3-D autonomous system. Due to this discovery, there has been great interest in the research community toward modelling and applications of chaotic systems. Chaotic systems have a lot of applications in science and engineering, including oscillators [7] , robotics [8] , electric motors [9] , vehicles [10] , lasers [11] , cryptosystems [12] , neurosystems [13] , secure communications [14] , etc.
After the induction of first chaotic attractor by Lorenz [6] in 1963, studies on chaos have become an exciting andimportant research area in engineering, and as a result, various chaotic attractors have been introduced. Later, in 1986, a double-scroll attractor was proposed by Chua [15] . Work on simpler chaotic systems was reported in [16] ,and nineteen distinct chaotic flows have been discovered, which are either in the form of having five terms and two nonlinearities or six terms and one nonlinearity. These chaotic systems paved the way for the discovery of many other chaotic systems such as Lu chaotic systems [17] , [18] , etc. Recently, various new chaotic systems have also been discovered like Sahab systems [19] , Lure systems [20] , Zhang systems [21] , Pham systems [22] , etc.
In addition to new chaotic attractors, the synchronization of chaotic systems has been intensively studied because of its applications in biology, secure communication [23] , [24] , economics [25] , and engineering [26] . The concept of synchronization was first introduced by [27] , which means, two chaotic systems starting with different initial conditions are forced, using some control law, to achieveidentical dynamics after some transient time. After that, a number of effective control strategies have been formulated for synchronizing the identical chaotic systems, such as fuzzy control [28] , active control [29] , passive control [30] , adaptive control [31] , impulsive control [32] , sliding mode control [33] , backstepping control [34] , neural network [35] , and so on. Among these, passive control has received much attention from control community due to its smooth implementation. Moreover, the efforts required to achieve the improved performance is comparatively less. This technique has been successfully applied to stabilize and synchronize many chaotic systems such as [36] - [39] , etc. Due to their complexity and unpredictable behavior, Chua systems have many applications in areas such as secure communications, robotics, lasers, electric motors and cryptosystems [7] - [14] and [23] , [24] . Circuit realization and memristive devices are also associated with the study of such systems.
Chua's circuit is one of the simplest models presenting chaos, which was presented by Leon Chua in 1983. The circuit possesses a wide range of dynamical behavior. The control and synchronization of Chua systems have attracted considerable attention. Currently, several control schemes have been designed and employed for the synchronization of Chua oscillators, in which active control [40] , robust control [41] , adaptive control [42] , sliding mode control [43] , impulsive control [44] are common. In this paper, the synchronization between two different chaotic Chua oscillators is applied with sliding mode control method.Moreover, the novelty of the proposed work can be justified on the basis of application methodology that incorporates robustness, estimation of unknown system parameters through adaptive laws and the generalization of synchronization and antisynchronization as a single general case using the control parameter 'q'.
The rest of the paper is organized in a way that, system description is presented in Section II. Section III deals with the stabilization of the Chua system. Detail regarding the derivation of the controllers for the synchronization between Chua and modified Chua system with known and unknown parameters are presented in Section IV. The conclusion is displayed in Section V along with future direction. Some relevant references are given at the end. In the upcoming Section system description is given.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In this section system description of Chua oscillator and modified Chua oscillator is described respectively.
A. CHUA OSCILLATOR The Chua's circuit is described by the following differential equations:
where α > 0 and β > 0 are system parameters, which are determined by the particular values of the circuit components, f (x 1 ) is a function that represents the electrical response of the nonlinear resistor, whereas x 1 , x 2 and x 3 are the state variables denote the respective voltages across the capacitors C 1 and C 2 , and the intensity of the electrical current in the inductor L. The function f (x 1 ) depending upon the particular configuration of components is written as , then Chua's circuit possesses chaotic behavior at the particular initial condition, i.e., (0, 0, 0.6) [15] .
The time history, the 2-D phase portraits, and the 3-D phase plane of the Chua oscillator are elaborated in Figure 2 .
B. MODIFIED CHUA OSCILLATOR
Modified Chua oscillator was proposed by Hartly in 1989, where a cubic nonlinearity is employed instead of piecewise-linear nonlinearity of Chua's circuit [45] . The modified oscillator changes the system dynamics and bifurcation structure a little. The cubic Chua system is expressed in the following set of equations:
where α > 0 and β > 0 are system parameters, x 1 , and x 2 , are the voltages across the two capacitors; and x 3 , is the current through the inductor. When α = 10, β = 100 7 , then cubic Chua's circuit exhibits chaotic behavior at the initialcondition (0.3, 0, 0) [43] . The time history, the 2-D phase portraits, and the3-D phase plane of the cubic Chua oscillator are illustrated in Figure 3 . 
III. STABILIZING CONTROL FOR CHUA OSCILLATORS (CONVENTIONAL AND MODIFIED) A. WHEN PARAMETERS ARE KNOWN
In this section, we construct a sliding mode based controller for globally stabilizing the modified and conventional Chua oscillators with known parameters. The reason for using this type of controller is its simplicity and robustness against parameter variations and unknown disturbances [46] - [48] and [53] . Consider the controlled, modified Chua System:
where u 1 , u 2 are controls to be designed using sliding mode control. By choosing u 1 = −α(y− 1 7 (2x 3 −x))+z and u 2 = β y+v, where v is the new input, the system (3) can be written as:
It is clear from (4) that if x, z → 0 as t → ∞ then y → 0ast → ∞, therefore, we just stabilize the 2 nd order system:ẋ
Define the Hurwitz sliding surface for the system (5) as: (5) is asymptotically stable and hence, the system (4) is asymptotically stable.
In simulations, the initial conditions for modified Chua system were chosen as:
The values of the parameters were used as:α = 10 and β = 100/7. The numerical results are shown in Figure 4 . The aforesaid algorithmwas also applied to the Chua oscillator. The simulation results are shown in Figure 5 , where the initial conditions were chosenas (x (0) , y (0) , z (0)) = (0, 0, 0.6). The true values of the parameters were used as: α = 9 and β = 100/7.
B. WHEN PARAMETERS ARE UNKNOWN
In this section, an adaptive integral sliding mode based controller is constructed for globally stabilizing the modified and conventional Chua systems with unknown parameters α, β. We consider the controlled, modified Chua system (3). Let α,β be estimates of α, β andα = α −α,β = β −β , be the errors in estimations of α, β , respectively. The, system (3) can be written as:
By choosing u 1 = −α(y − 1 7 (2x 3 − x)) + z and u 2 =β y + v, where v is the new input, the system (6) can be written as:
Consider only the upper two equations:
Choose the nominal system for (8) as:
Define the sliding surface for the nominal system (9) as:
Therefore the nominal system (9) is asymptotically stable.Now choose the sliding surface for the system (8) as: 
By usinġ
From this, we conclude that σ,α,β → 0. Since, σ → 0, therefore x, z → 0.
In simulations, the initial conditions are chosen as:(x(0), y (0) , z (0)) = (0.3, 0, 0). The true values of the parameters were used as:α = 10 and β = 100/7. The numerical results are shown in Figure 6 .
The above algorithm was also applied to the Chua system. The simulation results are shown in Figure 7 , where the initial conditions were chosen as:(x (0) , y (0) , z (0)) = (0, 0, 0.6).
The true values of the parameters were used as:α = 9 and β = 100/7.
IV. SYNCHRONIZATION OF TWO CHUA OSCILLATORS (CONVENTIONAL AND MODIFIED) A. WHEN PARAMETERS ARE KNOWN
In this section, the synchronization of two different Chua oscillators having known parametersisaddressed and analyzed by using sliding mode control method. The scheme is incorporated in such a way that the drive Chua oscillator described by subscript-1 controls the response cubic/modified Chua oscillator, where the response oscillator is represented by subscript-2. The drive and response systems are expressed as follows.
Drive System:ẋ Response System:
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where u 1 and u 2 are the control variables in equation (12) , which are to be designed by subtracting the drive system from the response system. The e 1 , e 2 and e 3 are the state errors between cubic Chua chaotic system (12) and Chua chaotic system (11) defined as:
where, q = 1 for synchronization and q = −1 for antisynchronization. Then, the dynamics of the error system becomes:
= e 1 − e 2 + e 3 e 3 =ż 2 − qż 1 = −β 2 y 2 + u 2 + qβ 1 y 1 (13) By choosing;
and u 2 = v + β 2 y 2 − qβ 1 y 1 , where v is the new input, the system shown in (13) can be rewritten as:
It can be clearly observed that e 2 → 0 if e 1 , e 3 → 0 as t → ∞ therefore, we just stabilize the following second order system.ė
Define the sliding surface for the system (15) as:
then its time derivate becomeṡ
By choosing v = −e 3 − k σ, k > 0, we haveσ = −k σ , so the system (15) is asymptotically stable. In the simulations, the initial conditions are chosen as:(x 1 (0) , y 1 (0) , z 1 (0)) = (0, 0, 0.6) and (x 2 (0) , y 2 (0) , z 2 (0)) = (0.3, 0, 0). The values of the parameters were used as:α 1 = 9, β 1 = β 2 = 100/7, α 2 = 10. Now, there are two cases that need to be addressed in the numerical results.
1. Synchronization. Choosing the scaling parameter q = 1, the synchronization of the drive system (11) and response system (12) is achieved as indicated by the convergence of the error state variables to zero, as shown in Figure 8 . 2. Antisynchronization. Choosing the scaling parameter q = −1, the antisynchronization of the systems presented in (11) and (12) is achieved as indicated by the convergence of the error state variables to zero, as shown in Figure 9 . In the upcoming section aforementioned system are considered with unknown parameters.
B. WHEN PARAMETERS ARE UNKNOWN
In this section, adaptive integral sliding mode control method in employed to achieve the synchronization of two different Chua oscillators with unknown parameters. Letα 1 ,α 2 ,β 1 ,β 2 be estimates of α 2 , α 1 , β 1 , β 2 andα 1 = α 1 −α 1 ,α 2 = α 2 −α 2 ,β 1 = β 1 −β 1 ,β 2 = β 2 −β 2 , be the errors in estimations of α 2 , α 1 , β 1 , β 2 , respectively. The drive and response Chua systems are defined as follows:
Drive System: Response System:
The errors are defined as:
where q = 1 for synchronization and q = −1 for antisynchronization, the dynamics of the error system becomes:
= e 1 − e 2 + e 3 e 3 =ż 2 − qż 1 = −β 2 y 2 −β 2 y 2 + u 2 + qβ 1 y 1 + qβ 1 y 1 (18) By choosing;
and u 2 = v +β 2 y 2 − qβ 1 y 1 , where v is the new input, the system (18) can be written as:
It can be clearly observed that e 2 → 0 if e 1 , e 3 → 0 as t → ∞ therefore, we just stabilize the following second order system.
Choose the nominal system as:
Define the sliding surface for nominal system (21) as: laws forα 1 ,α 1 ,β 1 ,β 1 ,α 2 ,α 2 ,β 2 ,β 2 and the value of v s are chosen as: Proof: Sincė
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We havė
From this, we conclude that σ,α 1 ,β 1 ,α 2 ,β 2 → 0. Since, σ → 0, therefore e 1 , e 3 → 0 .
In the simulations, the initial conditions are chosen as:(x 1 (0) , y 1 (0) , z 1 (0)) = (0, 0, 0.6) and (x 2 (0) , y 2 (0) , z 2 (0)) = (0.3, 0, 0). The values of the parameters were used as: α 1 = 9, β 1 = β 2 = 100/7, α 2 = 10.
The numerical results are considered in two cases:
1. Synchronization. Choosing the scaling parameter q = 1, the synchronization of the drive system (16) and response system (17) is achieved as indicated by the convergence of the error state variables to zero, as shown in Figure 10 . 2. Antisynchronization. Choosing the scaling parameter q = −1, the antisynchronization of the drive system (16) and response system (17) is achieved as indicated by the convergence of the error state variables to zero, as shown in Figure 11 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, synchronization and antisynchronization of two non-identical Chua oscillators are investigated based on known and unknown parameters of the system. In case of known parameters of the system, synchronization and anti-synchronization are achieved using sliding mode control, while adaptive integral sliding mode control strategy is implied for unknown system parameter case, to achieve the synchronization and anti-synchronization for the aforesaid system.To avoid the chattering phenomenon, smooth continuous compensator control is used instead of traditional discontinuous control. The compensator controller and the adapted laws are derived in such a way that the time derivative of a Lyapunov function becomes strictly negative. The effectiveness of these proposed control strategies was validated by numerical simulation results. Future direction: Besides conventional applications, new dimensions may be explored regarding the application of synchronizes techniques in synchronization of power generators and turbines, [49] - [52] . 
